Cytogenetic abnormalities predict treatment-free interval and response to therapy in previously untreated chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients.
We evaluated the prognostic impact of chromosomal abnormalities as detected by interphase fluorescence in situ hybridization (iFISH) in 86 chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) patients. Overall, 39 of 86 (45%) patients displayed one (35%) or more (10%) chromosomal abnormalities, del13q (31%) being more frequently detected than trisomy 12 (19%) followed by del11q (17%), del17p (6%) and del6q (5%). Significant differences in the treatment free intervals (TFIs) were observed among individual cytogenetic subgroups (p=0.027) with the shortest mean TFIs in subgroups with del17p, del11q and trisomy 12 (10, 12 and 14 months, respectively) as compared to subgroups with normal cytogenetics (38 months) and del13q (68 months). Poor response to therapy was observed in subgroups with del11q (p=0.044) and trisomy 12 (p=0.047) while patients with normal cytogenetics had good response (p=0.003). Furthermore, del17p and del11q were associated with highest tumor burden and disease activity as reflected by corresponding laboratory data.